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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feedback:Provide instances and examples for opportunities for autonomy.What can students actually do between April to June (general prep phase)



Period isa t ion

● Athletes Annual Training Plan

● Structured approach for training
● Manage fatigue & sporting performance

What

Why

Turner (2011)

Preparation
Phase

Competition
Phase Transition 

Phase
General Prep Specific Prep Precompetitive Competitive
To develop

general fitness 
levels, using non
sport-specific 

training methods.

E.g., a badminton 
player does running, 

swimming or 
cycling to improve 

stamina.

To develop 
skillset or 

characteristics 
required by a 
sport, using 

sport-specific
training methods.

E.g., a badminton 
player does court 

footwork to improve 
game-specific 

stamina.

Further 
refinement

and perfecting 
sport-specific 
techniques, 
tactics and 

fitness.

Maintenance
of fitness 

ability & sport-
specific

techniques.

*Athletes should 
be peaking during 

this period & 
performance is 

maximised

To eliminate 
fatigue built
up during the 

season.

*Prepare athletes 
psychologically for 
upcoming season.

Bompa & Haff (2009)

Phases in a Periodisation Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Periodisation is an athlete’s annual training plan, that adopts a structured approach for training to manage fatigue and sporting performance. With distinct phasesEach phase targets on improving different physical attributes where required (influenced by sporting demands and individual athlete’s needs)This is important as it helps coaches to device a systematic training plan which aims at maximising athletic performance, yet minimising the risk of injuries.3) The periodisation contains 3 different phases:Preparation phaseGeneral preparation phaseDevelopment of general athletic ability, i.e. overall cardiovascular fitness & muscular fitnessSpecific preparation phaseDevelopment of sport specific athletic ability by incorporating sport specific drills.This is when technique specific drills are also incorporated.Competition phasePrecompetitiveStrong emphasis of technique and tactic refinementThe emphasis of improving physical fitness is reduced; objective is to start tapering and prepare body for competition.Competitive Goal for physical fitness is to maintain what is gained during preparation and precompetitive periods.Exercise intensities are kept high, at relatively low volumes.Transition phaseOff-season  to rest & recovery / prepare for next season
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Physical

Technique

Physical
Techni
que

Physical

Technique

General Prep
Phase

Specific Prep
Phase

Competition
Phase

As athlete progresses through the annual plan, their overall ability 
should be maintained and ideally peak during competitive phase.

Lum, Danny. [Danny Lum]. (2020, Apr 27). Basic Periodization for Sports Performance 
[Video]. YouTube. https://youtu.be/CxUcLZmUUa4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As athlete progresses through the annual plan, their overall ability should be maintained and ideally peak during competitive phase.The technique & physical attributes focus presents itself in an inversely proportionate relationship. i.e. the amount of focus on technique training will be little at the beginning of the season (20%) as compared to a big chunk of time dedicated to technique training nearing to the competition phase (70%); vice versa for physical attribute focus.
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Individual 
Needs

Sports

TimeCompetition

Rest & 
Recovery

Key 
Considerations

What is the current state of athlete?
What does the athlete require?

Which major competition to target?
What are the goals for each competition?

How much time 
there is left until 

next competition?

Understanding 
demands of the 

sport

To minimise the risk 
of injury and burn 
out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When preparing a periodization plan, there are some key factors to consider:Competition: which competition will it be most important for the athletes and date/duration of competition.Time: at which phase are you in the season. Is the team currently in off-season/pre-season/in-season? Ideally, a periodization should be planned during off-season, and revisited every month to monitor progress. This is to check if there is a need to tweak subsequent training programs to stay on path towards achieving objective.Individual needs: what are the specific areas of improvement that an athlete will require (i.e. power, endurance, techniques?) Are there any issues to be addressed either individually, or as a team? What are the strengths and weaknesses of the team?Type of sports: Are athletes engaged in long-duration endurance sport such as triathlon, or short-duration power sports such as 100m sprints and shot put? Identifying this will influence the type of training exercises and progression that will be introduced. Rest & recovery: often overlook but will be good to always remember to factor in periodic rest week, also known as de-load week. Usually de-load weeks occur on a 3:1 ratio (i.e. 3 work week, followed by 1 de-load week). This is to monitor athletes’ progression in an attempt to make changes where necessary. Load management is key to minimise risks of injuries.
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Putting it together: 
Example of an actual 
Periodisation plan

Lum, Danny. [Danny Lum]. (2020, Apr 27). Basic Periodization for Sports Performance [Video]. 
YouTube. https://youtu.be/CxUcLZmUUa4

Peaking Periods for 
major competitions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a national athlete’s periodization plan. In the black circle represents the two major competition of the year: World Champs & Asian ChampsTherefore, the coaching team should plan training programs with all the key considerations in mind, so that athlete can attain peak athletic performance during these competitions.In the red box represents the “Peaking Index” of which provide an estimated level of performance through calculations of their strength & conditioning sessions (this is known as load management, which is a separate topic entirely and will not be covered for under this brief introduction to periodization)
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